Acute tumor lysis syndrome in a hemodialysis patient with diffuse large B cell lymphoma.
Acute tumor lysis syndrome (TLS) is a life-threatening complication of cancer therapy requiring prompt recognition and aggressive management. It occurs particularly in patients with lymphoproliferative disease during potent myelosuppressive therapy. To our knowledge, acute TLS in end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients with malignancy is extremely rare and has never been reported in English literature. We report the first case of acute TLS in an ESRD woman with diffuse large B cell lymphoma after chemotherapy. Aggressive treatments with daily hemodialysis and allopurinol rather than hydration benefit the patient. There is neither optimal therapy in treating ESRD patients with TLS nor adequate guidelines for how to adjust the chemotherapy drug in hemodialysis patients. This case provides our experience to clinician how to treat acute TLS in ESRD patients.